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ABSTRACT

Fifteen years ago, only an eccentric individual would consider assembling a computer at home. The technology simply would not permit it. Today, the streams of technology and retailing have met. Where the tributaries come together we have a unique and growing concept, the neighborhood computer store. As represented by the Byte Shops (now numbering 40 world-wide), this new concept brings technology and qualified persons to interpret that technology into a convenient and informal format that anyone can understand and participate in. The result can only be a greater demand for the ever more affordable computer technology of today, and a more personal and powerful interest in computer operation and applications not only in the home, but in small businesses. The neighborhood computer store may soon mature to become the only reasonable retail outlet for manufacturers of microcomputers and peripheral products.

INTRODUCTION

Fifteen years ago, if someone had said he was putting a computer together at home, we would consider him owner of an overactive imagination. We might have thought he’d been watching too much Saturday morning TV with his kids—that the Jetsons and Star Trek were taking over his mind. Even if a person had wanted such a do-it-yourself project, he would need to be independently wealthy, be able to control his air to a clean and perfect 68 degrees, absorb an astronomical power bill, and sacrifice an area the size of a large living room to the venture. Even with the above, there would be no way to make proper use of all the bulky equipment to justify even an eccentric millionaire’s time and money. In other words, it would have been virtually impossible.

As the years rapidly passed, and compounding technological advances ensued, computer hardware became less bulky and began to sweep a complete spectrum of applications. Some systems grew in complexity, becoming extremely sophisticated with storage and manipulative power to computerize a nation of tax records. Other developments went the opposite direction, becoming smaller and considerably less complicated.

One event, however, seeded the idea of putting computer power in the hands of someone other than trained technicians. With the advent of computer assisted instruction and the concept of timesharing, the mystique was finally broken. Sharing the computer among many users (timesharing) made a large central computer (mainframe) seem to slow down and patiently wait for its human user to type in or respond to information. The beauty was that the incredibly high speed machines could service multiple users without the human element feeling neglected. Timesharing made better and more economical use of large machines, but more importantly, it satisfied the psychological need for a personal rapport between man and machine. We no longer feared the beast and could welcome it as another tool for mankind instead of the awesome BIG BROTHER.

The trend toward miniaturization and simplification was greatly accelerated by the space program, which created a definable need for smaller computers. So we began to speed up technology, miniaturize and simplify. Computer technology was allocated enough funds to enable speedy developments to meet the space age needs.

Then, in the early 1970’s, the semiconductor industry came to meet the computer people more than halfway. Intel Corporation designed a single chip—the 8008—an 8-bit microprocessor which unleashed a whole new era by solving the money and size problem that had previously stood in everyone’s way. That leap forward in 1972 paved the way for putting computing power in the hands of anyone who wanted to give it a try. Through the development of comparatively less expensive minicomputers, microprocessors and peripheral equipment, the results of that rapid progress is what we’re involved in today.

During this same period, another phenomenon was taking place. With apparently no organized effort, a great number of technical and professional people from within the electronics industry were becoming increasingly interested in the new small computers. On the side, at work, they were inventing games like space war and computer chess, compliments of their employers, justifying such antics as “demonstrator programs to demonstrate versatility and design capability. . . ” But, at the same time, they were having fun...
on a minicomputer and CRT (cathode ray tube). More than a few programmers attempted to computerize their personal tax records at considerable expense to their resident universities. It wasn't any wonder that a desire for a toy of one's own was starting to gel. About this same time, electronic kits and so-called "computerized games" were sweeping the consumer market, but they lacked room for individual creativity and interesting application on the part of the user.

FIRST MICROCOMPUTER KIT

When the first microcomputer kit, the Altair 8800, was introduced in December of 1974, the stage was set for the hobbyist and personal computer marketplace. Even then we in the computer marketing business were not completely aware of the incredibly perfect timing that was about to combine with the ideal product and combust. A ripe and hungry public answered the microcomputer kit advertisements, with COD's and money orders—sight unseen. As is too often the case, many manufacturers had stepped into this new market, but they weren't ready for the onslaught and the filling of mail orders was delayed. That computer-starved public was left with fingers crossed, looking at their deflated bank balance, hoping for delivery of their new "toys."

In 1975, I was a sales representative for MITS, then the leading manufacturer of computer kits. My partner and I were responding to the unusually high number of inquiries from the slow leads, and we found that our customer profile had dramatically changed. Payment was often by personal check or cash—not company P.O. These interested and frustrated hobbyists were trying to deal directly instead of by mail, to try to ensure prompt delivery of their kits. We realized our customers were buying kits for their personal use. To ease the guilt feeling of taking money without delivering the product, we ordered ahead and stockpiled a supply. When word got out that we not only had those previous kits in stock, but some software packages along with them . . . well, we were never again to knock twice and put our foot into the door for a normal sales call.

SALESMANS' NIGHTMARE

It would seem like a salesman's dream to have the customers flocking to you—but not quite. Our office literally turned into a mob scene as people browsed through the literature shelves waiting to use the demo machine. A month's coffee supply disappeared in four days. And the last straw was the sight of a Modesto mother and her 14-year-old son at our door at opening time with a broken computer. They had been waiting since 7:30 a.m.

It was utter chaos and our little office setting was becoming absurd. Since we were doing such a great business in obscurity, we wondered what would happen if we opened up a retail shop and hung out a sign. Byte means the measure of a unit of information, and since we were knee deep in the world of computer buzz words, we settled on the name "Byte Shop." We considered it eyecatching and rather significant. Except for the few people who think we're a sandwich stand, the name has done well for us. For those uneducated others, we ought to serve snacks. Our first retail store opened on December 8, 1975, in Mountain View, California, in the heart of "Silicon Valley" near San Jose. (Silicon Valley is the appropriately nicknamed area that houses one of the largest concentrations of electronic companies in the world. It got the name from silicon, the basic substance for producing semiconductors.)

Aside from creating a stir with the local press, we even managed a modest profit in our first month of operation. We also discovered we had the equivalent of a trade show 365 days a year for our principal's products. This seemed like a natural way to overcome the increasing cost of selling to the end-user, and our customers were intrigued with the thought of visiting a computer store. After three months of doubling our gross sales, we were "discovered," and on March 2, 1976, opened Byte Shop #2.

TIME FOR GOALS

As we appeared to be growing and making a profit, it became time to set up some kind of basic corporate structure and map out our goals. We settled on the name Byte Incorporated as the central distributorship, doing all the direct wholesale buying from manufacturers and stocking the Byte Shops with preferred product lines as retail outlets. Our goal was simple and modest—tomorrow, the world.

The structure and tie-in between Byte Incorporated and the Byte Shops is simple. Byte Incorporated buys in large quantity directly from the manufacturers at an OEM (original equipment manufacturer) discount. We also manufacture some products ourselves, such as the Byt-8 kit. Other products are designed to our specifications and carry the Byte label, such as the Byte-File. We purchase all the inventory necessary to completely stock all Byte Shops at wholesale discount prices, buying in volume . . . a discount for which each individual store could not qualify. Byte Incorporated then sells to the stores and charges a seven percent handling fee. We can stock a new store with $28,000 worth of merchandise, and the cost to the store owner is only about $20,000. Average inventory turnover for one shop is nine times per year. The Byte Shop dealership agreement limits the loss to the shop owner through a merchandise buy-back agreement. I might add that this "bail out" provision has never been exercised, but we feel it's an excellent safeguard. The formula seems to be working, because we went from 0 to 40 stores in the first year and should have approximately 100 by July of 1977—all thriving and many expanding.

WHO'S RUNNING THE STORE

As with anything new, exciting and so potentially profitable, everyone wants to get in on the act. My desk is piled high with requests from all over the U.S. and a dozen
foreign countries to open stores. As I have indicated, each store is owned and operated by the individual business man. Byte Incorporated acts as his distributor, offering him economical advantages, support assistance, cooperative advertising and a proven successful format. Even though he carries our name, he is an independent dealer, much like the manner in which some national service station dealerships are set up. Since the format is a proven winner, we have a definite reputation we wish to maintain, so it is to our mutual advantage to screen new shops and their prospective owners and management carefully to assure that each Byte Shop is successful.

The preferred owner fits the following simple profile: He should show a keen business sense and an appreciation of the consumer computer marketplace. It is not necessary that the owner possess technical computer knowledge as long as he wisely chooses such expertise for his management. The best manager is someone who has both technical skill and an ability to work well with customers. The ideal person to act as guiding force in a Byte Shop is a customer engineer (CE) from the computer industry. A customer engineer services, advises and often sells to his company's customers and is the real backbone of a sound sales and service program. Successful customer engineers usually understand and enjoy the technical side of computers, but not to the exclusion of the personal customer contact. It is this combination that makes him valuable as a potential store manager.

The ideal potential manager works as a customer engineer for a big conglomerate. He is frustrated having to be under the control of the large company and harbors a strong desire to be a proprietor. He enjoys working on computers and possesses considerable technical skill and creative ability. Most important of all, he enjoys working with people and likes helping them learn and develop their creative interests.

By separating the profiles of owners and managers, I am not saying that the two cannot be combined. If someone has the unusual combination of abilities—technical skill, personality and business sense, and can establish a firm financial base, then it could probably work well. More than likely the customer engineer profile could be met, and with bank financing and a good business advisor, could establish a workable and successful business setting. Byte Incorporated needs to be assured that all the bases are covered before it OK's use of its name on a new door. Our success rate is still 100 percent and we intend to keep it that way.

If all the personnel criteria are met, then we get down to the financial details and choice of location. A Byte Shop can be opened for approximately $30,000, depending on location. This includes the $20,000 worth of initial inventory purchased from Byte Incorporated. The remaining $10,000 is for prepaid store rent, furniture, leasehold improvements, sign, salaries, phone, operating capital, and the one million little extras necessary to open. Nobody can guarantee short or easy hours, but we can tell you that every shop owner and manager so far has enjoyed it immensely and profited considerably, both in dollar return and personal growth.

**MARKET STRATEGY**

Each Byte Shop has a common goal—to provide a service to the public and to make money for its owners. With the opening of each store, we see more and more retail professionalism. The physical format that we advocate, and the one that is proving especially successful, is not like our original start-up stores, which were rather bleak. Future Byte Shops will be warm, comfortable, and carpeted with attractive comprehensive displays. Each store will have three sections: one, a sales display of small peripheral products such as boards, cards or interfaces; the second, a section for hardware display; and the third section for books and periodicals. Each store has, and always should have, both a demonstration area with working sample machines, and a work room. These two features serve very important functions. They permit the customer and store personnel to interact while having the product in hand. If the customer needs to learn the basics, the demonstration room can answer many questions.

The work room is where technical problems are tackled. A customer and store technician can lock brain power and soldering iron to repair a faulty CPU (central processing unit) board or test a new I/O (input/output) device. The physical set-up described above enhances the philosophy that we feel is at the heart of the Byte Shop movement—service.

**THE IMPACT OF EDUCATION**

Education is probably the most significant service we can offer, since the man on the street is basically unaware of the microcomputer revolution taking place all around him. His curiosity is stimulated when he sees a sign describing the Byte Shop as an "affordable computer store." Until now computers were for business and institutions and were anything but affordable. When he walks into the store, he finds a color television, much like his own, with a computer attached, playing color graphic programs loaded from an audio cassette tape recorder. The scene looks very much like his home entertainment set-up in the family room. An audio amplifier and speaker come into view as the sound of digital music fills the air. Slowly the idea begins to form that computers may be meant for him, too. The education process is about to begin. First, he purchases books and magazines and possibly enrolls in a Byte Shop-sponsored weekly course on the introduction to microcomputers. The computer bug has bitten and "computeritis" quickly sets in. The victim's old life style is now of short duration.

The most significant service is the "handholding" that begins even before the unit is purchased. "Which computer should I buy for my application?" is the most asked question, and the answer has to be right for the store owner's future peace of mind. A computer that can't be expandable to meet the needs of someone with visions of grandeur will only create problems at a later date and the conflict will be face to face, over the counter, Byte Shop manager to customer, and not through the mails.
When the purchase is consummated, the hand-holding becomes more technical. Purchasing of kits may require numerous "helpful hints on assembly, whereas buyers of assembled units need less attention—providing the unit works well. Whichever the case, it is always the responsibility of the shopkeeper to make sure the machine works. A few statistics at this point may be of interest. Of the thousands of kits sold to date by the Byte Shop, no one has ever had a bad CPU chip, and not more than 10 percent of the purchasers have come back to the store for assistance in assembly or troubleshooting. This indicates either quality products or that our customers to date have been a tough breed of cat. Needless to say, we stock only products which our stores can back up with confidence. A solid manufacturer's guarantee helps.

Service after the sale is an extension of that initial handholding during the selection and assembly process and is every bit as important to both customer and shop. It is during this time that the customer concerns himself with his personal application, and is more likely to require advice and additional equipment. Our credibility is tremendously important. If our advice leads to expanded sales, then terrific, but we aren't there just to push equipment—we're supporting a whole idea and stake our reputation on every bit of advice. With this philosophy, we can't afford to lead a customer down a rosy buying spree of non-necessities. Fortunately, we are becoming noted for our credibility.

For that new prospect we lured in off the street, what started out to be a modest investment in home entertainment is taking shape to compete with the computer center at work, at a fraction of the cost. The price of a microcomputer, which I will define as CPU card, power supply and chassis, ranges from $350, and is expanded with memory cards and I/O's from $100. When asked to comment on the computers we sell in the Byte Shop Computer Stores, my answer is: "higher level languages playing on hardware for less than $1000." This implies eight thousand words of memory and an input/output interface along with the computer. The average home computer is a $1,500 investment—easily cost comparable to investments in home stereo systems and numerous other hobby fields.

THREE ASPECTS DEFINED

There are three definitely aspects to any computer exercise—hardware, software and applications—all of which should be addressed. Many enthusiasts concentrate on just one—unfortunately neglecting the others. If total three-phase investment is impossible, then one can cover the bases by substituting some packaged products. But by becoming involved in all three, one learns the secret of how to indulge in a full and enjoyable dose of computer mania. First comes the hardware aspect, which we have already discussed. If a customer's talent doesn't bend in that direction and he can afford ready-made products, the customer can get right down to phase two—software. The electrical genius that makes his machinery almost from scratch from IC's, wires and boards can pleasantly forestall this step for as long as his tinkering continues. But when everything is up and running it comes down to actually doing something with the creation.

Software work turns many beginners into creative fanatics. Given this type a book on BASIC, coding sheets, a keyboard, and a printer or video display and he's off and running. Just throw him a sandwich and some new pencils periodically, let him out for airing on Sundays, and you have a happy new convert. For those less creatively bent, packaged software is now available, on cassette or in books. The software aspect has been long underplayed. No matter how great the hardware, it is useless without good software.

Fundamentally, the whole discipline of software is the problem. There exists a lack of real feel for how to write good software correctly. The tremendously fast-paced progress in hardware made accompanying software a sorry step-child. Good inexpensive software packages will take time. Unfortunately our market is hungry for it now. One of the solutions is for our customers to self-educate themselves in BASIC to enable "do-it-yourself programming." Byte is involved in providing comprehensive classes in microprocessor programming and feels such a step will not only help solve the problem, but further provide more independent creativity for our customers.

The fact that packaged software can be easily duplicated for distribution dictates that it begins to be offered cheaply for mass distribution. If a package is inexpensive, the user will pay the price in order to get documentation and to be on mailing lists for updates. At the same time his conscience will remain clear.

The final aspect is application. Everyone wants to build a better mousetrap and now the chance has come. The applications are as practical or as futuristic as the mind can conceive. Man's creativity is the only limitation, and that is what is most stimulating about the whole field of personal computing. Typical applications run the gamut: for home use, menu planning and shopping, household budget and income taxes, homework and computer assisted instruction. Anything that can be controlled electrically can be run by a computer. So most appliances can become programmable and automated if you so desire. For recreational enthusiasts there are a myriad of games in existence with an equal number for one to self-invent—music synthesizers, computer-run ham radio stations, model airplane and electric train control are a few examples. The Star-Trek Game is tremendously popular, and that can be just a beginning. All those games you play for 25¢ a go can be put on a private microprocessor for the whole family to enjoy.

Most of those unique applications make their way back to our Byte Shop counters. Ten percent of the people who come into the store are there to sell their creations back to us, not to buy. They represent themselves, and what they have to offer is a better widget, designed in their back bedroom or garage. And, be it hardware or software, until the day of the retail computer store, there existed no outlet for that creativity. Two hours worth of programming effort on our store demonstration computer netted a Northern
California programmer over 100 sales of his program to date, at $15 a copy.

The other 90 percent of our customers come from all walks of life: a housewife buying a Christmas present for her husband in real estate; a college student; a programmer who always wanted to own his own machine; the guy who has everything; and the girl who is giving up boys for toys. Our present customers are often associated with the electronics industry in some fashion. With CB radio making everyone more familiar with electronics, the trend is toward much more wide-spread popularity.

Computers in the home will unleash talent and creativity of the magnitude required to support the intelligence revolution, and the neighborhood computer store, acting as liaison between the electronic manufacturer and the consumer, will be the focal point of activity. Computer clubs are forming, with store owners in the center of club activity—a vested interest since the growth of such clubs is significant to their profit or loss. Introductory courses sponsored by the stores will supplement community education, primarily because there will be more computers in the home than in the schools. The day of the home computer is now.

BYTE INTO THE FUTURE

The most exciting future for Byte Shop owners is in the field of business. Anyone in a small business could use a low cost microprocessor-based computer system. Stock market simulators, inventory control, updating of mailing lists, personalized form letters, bill collecting, information retrieval and computer assisted design. Every doctor and dentist could use one for patient records, billing, and insurance forms. Lawyers, judges and researchers could save hundreds of hours by computerizing access to information. The hobby or personal computing marketplace is fun, but from a potential sales viewpoint, the small business applications are really exciting.

This brings us to taking a realistic look at the future of the neighborhood computer store. Right now it would appear, on the surface, as though computer stores might remain the place for hobbyists to gather and kibitz, buy a goodie or two, shoot the breeze, or get a problem unraveled. That will, of course, continue to be one of their important functions. We all love to sit around the old IC cracker barrel and swap CPU stories or boast the latest application tale. But the Byte Shops will mature to be much more than that.

We can all recall when calculators were bought directly from manufacturers, then slowly became available in retail outlets at such exorbitant prices that only wizard engineers and mathematicians could afford them. Technology befriended the consumer and reduced the price such that you can now pick one up at the drugstore and give it as a stocking stuffer to a little kid.

No one today would consider buying a basic calculator directly from the manufacturer, mainly because there comes a time in marketing when it simply isn’t worth a company’s time to deal directly with a consumer. And therein lies the future marketplace for the neighborhood computer store. It will be the only reasonable retail outlet for manufacturers of microcomputers and peripheral products. The only major competition tomorrow may be similar to that which stereo equipment stores experience—department stores carrying computers. But just as there is more consumer safety in dealing with specialty stores for stereo sound equipment, the consumers will probably prefer the expertise they will get only from neighborhood computer stores.

The challenge is that the computer stores like the Byte Shops will have to be very good at what they do. A hobbyist may be forgiving if his toy doesn’t work quite right for a few weeks, but the computer that becomes the backbone of a small business must stay functioning or the small businessman starts to see dollars fly out his window. Good service is the key.

Service has been nearly as big a problem in the computer field as good economical software. The problem can be solved by competence. That’s why we’re so particular about who runs a Byte Shop. We know that companies are full of good competent technicians who can keep a small business system whirling and churning out data with one hand tied behind their back. Such people have moved mainframe mountains—a little microprocessor or terminal is a “piece of cake.” The 10 years he’s been training and tinkering will all pay off as he acts as diagnostician, friend and A-I repair mechanic to his clientele. And if he runs into problems he can’t solve, he can hire his old buddy from down at the plant. There’s always a new batch of brilliant engineers around—and, quite honestly, the equipment we’re handling isn’t that complicated.

If the computer industry gets its proverbial act together and standardizes hardware the way will be clear for retailers to enter the service world with little trepidation. Good applicable guarantees from manufacturers and a healthy supply of interchangeable parts will have to be readily available to equip the service person with the tools he needs to properly service customers. Hopefully we’re now on our way to such a reality.

PRESENT SALES AND LONG RANGE PROJECTIONS

At the Byte Shops our best sellers in microcomputers are the 8080 based kits with the standard S100 bus. There are a variety of good selling lines including our own BYT-8 machine. The important thing to note about existing microcomputers, however, is the standardization problem that we have just discussed. Our customers want to use peripheral and support equipment interchangeably, thereby assuring a better dollar buy. We’re getting there, hopefully. Other big sellers are the TV typewriters that either fit into the computer or can be interfaced later as a stand alone unit. Books and magazines are moving at a staggering rate, for example: Vol. 1, Introduction to Microcomputers by Osborne ... has sold 10,000 copies through our stores.

Our volume of sales generally exceeds even optimistic projections. Nothing ever sits long enough to collect dust...
on either warehouse or store shelves. As a result, I hesitate to make future sales projections. We can definitely see trends though. In memory we've gone from 4K to 8K and 16K to 64K is around the corner. There appears to be a movement toward the fully assembled and tested machines. As good software becomes more available, our customer's interest will probably lean more toward applications activities. That software will be available primarily in cassettes for easy input on home tape recorders. But with hardware costs quickly coming down, there should be good affordable floppy disk systems for the hobbyist as well as the small business user. In general, the trend is for both hardware and software to evolve from the developmental "hobbyist" state to the simplified, easy to operate "consumer" stage.

Right now the profit is available. The Pasadena store gross sales in its first three weeks was $26K. Portland: $14,500 in the first month. Mountain View, our first store and going without publicity or advertising whatsoever, was $6,400 in virgin territory. This thing has caught hold so fast that Jeff McKiever, our dealer in the Phoenix area now has three stores in Arizona and is planning others. Dick Moule in Lawndale, California, expanded to Westchester, and the new Byte Shop in downtown Tokyo is going great. We have little doubt that the personal computer market will insure our future.

A CONCEPT THAT BECAME A COMPANY

The time frame has been short between the technological availability of hobbyist computer components and programs, and their commercial availability. The Byte Shop, like the food super market, simply was a natural merchandizing evolution whose time had come. When technology and marketing meet, you will always find great sociological interaction at the intersection of the two lines that have made mankind thrive—the lines of innovation and commerce. That's the point where Byte took hold.
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